Goodness, Gaseous, Great Ball of Fire!

sung to the tune of "Great Balls of Fire", by Jerry Lee Lewis

Our solar system revolves around you
You give us power to turn beef to stew,
We catch your ray,
We cook all day.

Goodness, gaseous, great ball of fire!

You give us heat and energy too,
You give us power to do what we do,
A box we wrap,
Your source we trap.

Goodness, gaseous, great ball of fire!

Send us sunshine!
Oooooh! Feels good!
Help our food bake!
You give us sunlight like we knew you would!

So Fine!

Di-vine!

Got a-keep on shining all the time, time, time, time...

You're 93 million miles away,
But you still turn our night into day,
You're just so neat,
With all your heat,

Goodness, Gaseous, Great Ball of Fire!